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General information

Time of design and production process of cutter heads 

and sets of cutter heads on client’s special request usual-

ly doesn’t exceed 10 working days after agreeing all the 

details. Standard cutter heads dimensions range withing 

Dmax= 400 mm and Bmax= 350 mm, except spiral cutter heads 

type G309 and G509, for which Bmax= 250 mm. In case of 

machining wider elements, we design and produce sets of 

cutter heads consisting of several heads.

All types of cutter heads are manufactured on modern CNC 

machines of world-renowned producers, which guarantee 

high accuracy and precision of the produced tools. Intero-

perational and final control verifies tools production and 

guarantees that every tool sent to the client is manufactu-

red according to technical documentation and standards. 

The construction and production remains in accordance 

with all points of safety standard EN/PN-847-1 concerning 

tools for mechanical woodworking.

Orders should include:

• outer diameter (D) or diameters range,

• bore diameter (d),

• number of teeth (z) or spindle rotation speed and feed 

 speed,

• type of machined material,

• profile drawing with dimensions or profile sample,

• other information relevant for designing and production 

  process.

Planer and pre-planer cutter heads with high speed steel 

knives (HSS) designed for professional machining of solid 

soft wood and with carbide (HM) knives designed for pro-

fessional machining of solid soft and hard wood, glued 

wood and other wood-based materials. The other type of 

cutter heads for machining shape surfaces with profile kni-

ves (HSS) and carbide shape knives as exchangeable inserts.

Knives for cutter heads are made from the highest quality 

high speed cutting steel in special heat treatment techno-

logy, in vacuum heater, which has been properly selected 

for the type of work, parameters and conditions prevailing 

during the machining, in order to guarantee proper work of 

the tool, both in standard and extreme conditions.

The Cutters heads chapter includes only example types and 

models of cutter heads and sets of cutter heads with basic 

dimensions. Big part of our offer are cutter heads on client’s 

special request, meeting buyer’s specific demands. Before we 

start the designing and production process we take into con-

sideration many issues connected with client’s requirements 

such as expected machining quality, type and parameters of 

the machine, workpiece material and many others. We also 

offer special tools with sheer angle, optimized chip flow and 

hydro clamping, designed for professional, very precise ma-

chining of solid wood and other wood-based materials with 

feed speed up to 200 m/min. Our cutter heads are produced 

with various clamping types, however, we put special focus 

on hydro clamping or all types of clamping on HSK shank 

and HSK 85 clamping. The clamping construction guarante-

es run-out tolerance reduced to minimum. Thanks to hydro 

system and HSK 85 which allows for perfect balancing of the 

tool, we obtain very high surface quality and ability to work 

with high cutting and feed speed.
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Cutter heads
coding system

Bore
diameter

Body type
ST - steel

AL - alumiuum

Blade material 
W - carbide HM 

S - high speed cutting steel HSS

Clamping system
- standard clamping
H - HYDRO clamping
L - HSK-85 clamping

Type Number of teeth – zDiameter Width Rotation
L - left

P - right




























































